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Part-I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) State the objectives of farm mechanization.  
 b) Write the name of the four methods or patterns of seeding and planting.  
 c) Give the name of the machinery used in land development.  
 d) Differentiate between a seed drill and a planter.  
 e) Define vertical clearance of MB plough with diagram.  
 f) Name the various types of surface profiles for row planting with diagram.  
 g) What is hitching, horizontal hitching and vertical hitching?  
 h) Write the three categories of hitching for pull type implements.  
 i) Write about the engineering requirements of materials used for farm machinery 

manufacturing. 
 

 j) What is soft centre steel and where it is used ?  
    
  Part-II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Illustrate the level of farm mechanization technology used in different operations like 

land cleaning to rural transport. 
 

 b) Define the terms related to the field performance of agricultural machinery.  
 c) Calculate the cost of operation of a 40 hp tractor using (a) original price Rs.6.5 lakh, (b) 

depreciation 10 %, (c) life period 10 years, (d) rate of interest 12 %, (e) repair 
maintenance 2.5 %, (f)  fuel cost Rs.70 per litre, (g) fuel consumption 4 litres per hour, 
(h) lubricants 15 % of fuel cost, and (i)  annual use 1000 hours. Assume any other data 
required for this purpose. 

 

 d) Describe the name of the parts of a plough bottom and materials used for their 
construction. 

 

 e) Explain the disc angles with figure for standard disk plough and vertical disc plough.  
 f) Illustrate with diagrams the centre of load and line of draft of 1, 2 and 3 bottom MB 

plough.  
 

 g) What are the functions of a furrow opener? Give the classification and uses of furrow 
openers. 

 

 h) Explain the method of calibration of a seed drill.  
 i) Describe about three point hitches and its development.   
 j) Analyze the vertical force relation for a tractor when pulling an implement at a uniform 

velocity on a level surface. 
 

 k) Explain the properties, advantages and uses of ferrous metals in making of farm 
implements and machinery. 

 

 l) Describe about the non metallic materials and their use in farm implement and 
machinery manufacturing. 
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Discuss about laser land leveler, its components and principle of working for 
agricultural land development. 

(16) 

    
Q4  Describe the future thrust of farm mechanization in India and its projection. (16) 

    
Q5  Discuss about the forces acting upon a tillage tool or implement, the two ways of 

expressing through diagrams and the symbols used in tillage force analysis. 
(16) 

    
Q6  Examine the horizontal hitching of pull type (a) mould board plough and (b) disc plough 

with diagrams. 
(16) 
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